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Welcome to our Aviation Industry
Conference Week 2012 in Rotorua.
Conference Week is attended by all the
key stakeholders in the New Zealand
aviation industry representing Agricultural
Aviation, EMS, Engineering, Flight
Training, Helicopters, Supply and Services,
Air Transport and the RNZAF, as well as
the NZ Civil Aviation Authority, Ministry
of Transport, Airways, MetService, TAIC,
NZTE, NASO, MoE, and TEC.
With over 100 speakers during the
week, covering all areas of aviation, the
conference is attended by up to 200
delegates per day and attracts delegates
from the Asia Pacific region, USA and UK.
The first two days of the conference focus
on the Agricultural Aviation sector with
Tuesday heralding the arrival of Helicopter
representatives and the remaining sectors
commencing Wednesday.

During the week there are 70 plus trade
exhibitors covering all aspects of the
industry including safety equipment, GPS
tracking, ground support equipment,
flight training providers, MRO’s and
manufacturers of engines and aircraft/
helicopters plus more.
The conference provides a range of
networking opportunities especially
designed to allow suppliers to meet
potential clients including 5 dinners
throughout the week, plus a special ‘speed
dating’ event to be held with the Military to
allow those who are interested in supplying
the NZ military the opportunity to make
contact with the right people. The AIA is
always ready to assist whenever possible
bringing interested parties together.
Enjoy your time at Conference Week and
do take advantage of the many networking
opportunities available. We look forward to
seeing you there.
Irene King

You’re invited to the

AVIATION INDUSTRY GALA AWARDS DINNER
9th August 2012 at 7pm

Guest Speaker:
A380 CAPTAIN Richard de Crespigny

About KiwiFlyer Magazine

KiwiFlyer is printed by GEON & distributed by Gordon & Gotch.

from the CEO

Rotorua Energy Events Centre

KiwiFlyer is published every two months by Kiwi Flyer Limited.

Contact: Brett Sanders
Bus: 		 09 299 9442
Fax: 		 09 299 9458
Mobile: 		 021 748 984
Email: brett@heliflitepacific.com
Web:
www.heliflitepacific.com
Address: 168 Kittyhawk Lane,
Ardmore Airport, Auckland.

Welcome Message

Early into the Singapore/Sydney leg of flight QF32 on 4th November 2010, one
of four engines exploded. The damage to the aircraft was extensive. On top of
ensuring that 469 passengers remained calm during the ordeal, Richard had a
mammoth task on the flight deck to keep the aircraft in the air and then get it back
on the ground. For two hours he and his fellow crew (technical and cabin) remained
calm as they planned to stabilise the damage, configure the overweight aircraft,
then manoeuvre it towards Changi Airport in Singapore…
A New Zealand consortium led by Metal Tech Engineering of Hamilton, was
instrumental in the subsequent repair. Come and listen to their story too.
Pre Dinner Drinks at 6:30pm.
Dress standard is Black Tie. Corporate tables are available.

Open to the public. Book your place at www.aia.org.nz/A380

event
guide

5 reasons to book
your place at
this event today
Ag. Aviation
Whether you belong to
NZAAA or not you must be
there. Ag Aviation and the
way it is regulated is on
the cusp of change – all
stakeholders must be part
of the change !!

Training
Exclusive for aviation in
risk management, safety
management systems and
operational risk management,
noise abatement and
chemical revalidation

AIRCARE
This programme is a valuable
tool for all in aviation. It
brings together environmental,
safety and other critical
codes under one assurance
programme.

Safety Lessons
Gain invaluable “inside”
safety lessons that could keep
you alive.

Build a $16Bn industry
Grow your business,
understand the global
opportunities and become
part of aviation’s
“One Industry” voice.

ISSN 1170-8018

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Visit www.aia.org.nz and register now to attend Aviation Industry Conference Week 2012 at Rotorua, 4th - 10th August.
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Keynote Speaker Profiles
Captain Richard de Crespigny
Captain QF 32 Singapore-Sydney

Note: This talk is open to the public.
Group bookings are available. See www.aia.org.nz
Melbourne born and educated Richard de Crespigny got his
first taste of a future flying career as a 14-year-old when his father
organised a tour of the RAAF Academy at Point Cook in Victoria.
He had never seen such extraordinary facilities before. He knew,
then, that he needed to get a university degree and become an
RAAF officer and pilot.
Richard remained with the RAAF until 1986 when he joined
Qantas, converting to Boeing 747s. He converted to A380
command in 2008 as one of Qantas’ most senior captains.
It was at the control of the world’s largest and most advanced
commercial jetliner when he and his fellow officers were faced with
their greatest challenge. The date was November 4, 2010.
Early into the Singapore/Sydney leg of flight QF32, one of four
engines exploded. The damage to the aircraft was extensive. On top
of ensuring that 469 passengers remained calm during the ordeal,
Richard had a mammoth task on the flight deck to keep the aircraft
in the air and then get it back on the ground. For two hours he and
his fellow crew (technical and cabin) remained calm as they planned
to stabilise the damage, configure the overweight aircraft, then
manoeuvre it towards Changi Airport in Singapore and land safely.
Once on the ground, a recalcitrant engine refused to shut down,
fuel was leaking near white hot brakes and a new environment was
set for potential disaster. Passengers remained on board for two
nervous hours before they safely disembarked.
The incident brought into play Richard de Crespigny’s
considerable skills involving teamwork, problem solving,
judgement, knowledge, experience and putting years of highlyskilled training into practice.
Come and hear also from the company who assisted in repair of
the aircraft’s engine… Metal Tech Engineering of Hamilton.

David York
VP Regulations and International Affairs
Helicopter Association International

Dave is Vice President of Regulations and International Affairs
and Coordinator of HAI’s Affiliate Program. Prior to joining HAI,
he spent 25 years as a professional staff member for several U.S.
Congressmen, in a variety of capacities ranging from speech writer
and legislative director to Chief of Staff for U.S. Senator and
Baseball Hall of Famer, Jim Bunning of Kentucky. Prior to that
stint with the U.S. Congress, Dave was a Captain and helicopter
pilot in the United States Marine Corps.
Since joining HAI, he has served on a variety of rulemaking
and advisory committees such as the Aeronautical Frequency
Committee (AFC), Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Committee
(ARAC), EXCOM, Air Traffic Procedures Advisory Committee
(ATPAC), Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (sUAS) ARC, and the
ARAC Rulemaking Prioritisation Working Group (RPWG).
In his role as Vice President of International Affairs, Dave
coordinates the activities of the International Federation of
Helicopter Association’s in a variety of Panels and Working Groups
at the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO).
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Hon. David Carter
Minister for Primary Industries
Minister for Local Government

David was appointed Minister for Primary Industries –
incorporating agriculture, biosecurity, forestry, fisheries and
aquaculture - following the 2011 General Election.
He was first elected to Parliament in 1994 as the MP for
Selwyn. In the 1996 General Election, he won the Banks Peninsula
electorate before becoming a list member based in Canterbury in
1999.
David was the Junior Government Whip in 1996, before
being promoted to a Minister outside Cabinet in 1998. Ministerial
responsibilities included Minister for Senior Citizens, Associate
Minister for Food Fibre, Biosecurity and Border Control, Associate
Minister for Revenue, and Associate Minister for Education.
David attended St Bede’s College in Christchurch, and graduated
with a Bachelor of Agricultural Science degree from Lincoln
University before embarking on a farming and business career.
David currently farms beef and sheep properties on Banks
Peninsula and Cheviot in North Canterbury.

Hon. Tim Groser
Minister for Trade
Minister for Climate Change Issues
Associate Minister of Foreign Affairs

focus of his from then on. He spent the next ten years researching
the evidence and scientific validity (or more specifically, the lack of
scientific validity) behind the standard.
His research, culminated in two landmark appeals before the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal of Australia, the highest Court in
Australia. The two appeals were sequential, and both successful.
The outcomes saw the removal of crippling restrictions on those
pilots who have defective colour vision, and twenty years later he
is proud to observe that CVD pilots who were not allowed to fly
a Cessna at night in the early 1980s have now achieved careers as
pilots in General Aviation to the highest of ranks in the Airline
Industry. Their performance as aircrew appears by all indicators to
be indistinguishable from their colleagues with normal vision.
Arthur is aware of the NZ CAA restrictive views on colour

Kannad ELT Compact Kit

Tim was born in Perth, Scotland and came to New Zealand
with his parents in 1958. After completing his education at Victoria
University, where he obtained First Class Honours, he served as a
policy adviser in a number of key Departments including Treasury,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, and the Prime Minister’s
Advisory Group.
Tim is regarded as one of the world’s leading experts on
international trade. Prior to being elected as a member of
Parliament in 2005 he was New Zealand’s Ambassador to the
World Trade Organisation (WTO), and Chair of Agricultural
Negotiations for the WTO. As the Listener editorial of 14 August
2004 put it: ‘Much [progress] appears due to the Olympian effort of
New Zealand’s Ambassador to the WTO, Tim Groser. Described
recently as ‘the most powerful man in world agriculture’ Groser
was responsible for brokering the final groundbreaking deal in a
marathon 13-hour session’.

vision for pilots and those wanting to work as a pilot, and hopes
that through the agency of the newly created Colour Vision
Defective Pilots Association (CVDPA) website, through presenting
at Aviation Industry and Aviation medical conferences, and through
submitting articles to aviation medical journals, the Australian
experience will come to be seen as a positive example that will
stimulate a new way of thinking about the Aviation Colour
Perception Standard.
So, if you or someone you know has been told by an aviation
Doctor or the NZ CAA that their colour vision excludes them from
working as a commercial pilot – come and listen to Arthur Pape.
Currently in New Zealand, an organisation called Colour Vision
Aviators has been set up and is also working towards achieving the
same goal here in New Zealand as has been achieved in Australia.

Kannad XS4GPS PLB

Kannad Integra 3rd generation

Aviation Safety Supplies Limited
Ph: 07 543 0075
E: sales@aviationsafety.co.nz

www.aviationsafety.co.nz
Emergency Beacon
Testing Equipment

See us on Stand 31 during the
AIA Conference 8-10 August

Zaon XRX-A
Collision Avoidance

Switlik X-Back
FAA approved Helicopter Vest

New Switlik
Single Seat Life Rafts

Zaon MRX
Collision Avoidance

Dr. Arthur Pape
General Practitioner and CASA AME

Recent Developments on Colour Vision Deficiency
Arthur Pape is a General Practitioner out of Victoria, Australia,
a Designated Aviation Medical Examiner for CASA, and the holder
of an Australian CPL with Command Instrument Rating for Multiengine aircraft. He began his flying career in 1977 and since has
over 1500 hour’s flying experience. Like 10% of males in the world,
and 0.7% of females, Arthur has a colour vision deficiency (CVD),
his specifically labelled as Deuteranopia. This condition became
apparent to him during his studies as a medical student.
Upon receiving his first aviation license, Arthur was prohibited
from flying at night because of his CVD. This kick-started his
inquiries into the aviation colour perception standard in 1977 and
the Aviation Colour Perception Standard (ACPS) became a major
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More Exhibitors at Trade Expo
THIS year’s trade show has again
exceeded the number of trade stands last
year, even with some usual exhibitors
unable to attend. International exhibitors
this year include Helicopter Association
International who are returning for a
second year; ECO2000 with the coolest
environmental friendly products; Gippsland
Aviation – the list goes on...
“The growth of our trade’s exhibition
has been phenomenal over the past few
years,” says Irene King, CEO of AIA.
“The benefit of holding our conference
in Rotorua this year is that we are not
restricted for space and this has meant
we can make our exhibition hall bigger to
accommodate our trade exhibitors.
Reflecting the depth and integration of
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l
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l
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The last 3
Trade Stand
spaces are
still available
at the time of
print. Contact
Bob Feasey on
04 472 2707 to
book a place
and promote
your company
to Aviation
Week visitors.

8

6

Don’t miss out.

our relationship with the RNZAF, we will
be welcoming two exciting new visitors
at this year’s trade show – the NH90 on
Thursday and A109 on Friday. This is a
major first for civilian aviation.”
Morning and afternoon teas as well
as lunches will be served in the trade’s
area throughout the week ensuring that
exhibitors have maximum exposure to the
conference delegates. There will also be our
usual trades awards presented to the best
stand for the AIA and NZAAA parts of
the week.
The trade hall is about 90% full but we
can always accommodate more, so if you
want to make your presence known contact
Bob Feasey at bob.feasey@aia.org.nz or call
04 472 2707 for more information.

Exhibitor Directory
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OmniSTAR
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Pacific Turbine Brisbane
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Pratt & Whitney Canada l		28
Precision Systems
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RDS Systems

l
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RNZAF

l
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TracMap NZ
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TracPlus
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Please note this list and stand allocations
are current at the time of print. Stand
allocations may be subject to change.
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Collaborative Regulation

Don’t miss the 2012 NZ Agricultural Aviation Conference
ATTENDANCE at this year’s conference
is very important. NZAAA has been
leading the wave of regulatory change
and is poised at the most critical point.
With one voice it will be possible to make
the most significant change in the safety
performance and regulation of this sector
of the industry, but there must be 100%
support and buy-in from all operators.
CAA have indicated a preparedness to
examine more efficient ways of regulating

the industry combined with increased
operator and sector ownership of the safety
agenda going forward. To do this and take
the next steps they must have confidence
that the Agricultural Aviation sector is up
to the challenge.
We are confident we have the assurance
mechanisms in place via Navigatus; good
governance stems from both the NZAAA
Executive supported by the independent
AIA governance Board and compliance is

Sunday 5th August

Hydraulic Pressure and Loadcell based Weighing
Solutions for the Fixed Wing and Helicopter Industries
Trade Approved options.
Data Capture options.
Practical and easy to use.
Customised for the individual if required.
Nationwide service and support.
Calibration services offered.

Pat Dougherty
P: 021 712 902
  E: pat@rdssystems.co.nz
www.rdssystems.co.nz

Visit RDS Systems at Stand 9
during the NZAAA Conference
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Registrations open in the Events Centre foyer

1300

Chemical Revalidation

1300

Culture and Professionalism open to E cats, Managers, Chief Pilots, any Pilots.

1800

NZAAA Welcome Social - Blue Baths

1830

Welcome Social Dinner

Monday 6th August

w
Ne ase
le
e
R

l
l
l
l
l
l

1230

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

0830

Opening Address, Hon. David Carter

0845

NZAAA Chairman’s Address, Graeme Martin

0910

Aviation and Hill Country Farming, Federated Farmers, Bruce Wills

0930

Looking Backward - Looking Forward, Rob Davidson

1000

Morning Tea

1030

‘Best Practice in Ag. Aviation’
SFF Project Report, Lynette Wharfe / John Sinclair
Risk Based Rules - Environmental Safety, John Maber / Lynette Wharfe
Risk Based Rules - Aviation Safety, Jack Stanton, CAA

1200

Lunch

1230

Recent Developments on Colour Vision Deficiency, Dr. Arthur Pape

1320

Lime Quality Improvements, Duncan Clarke, Holcim Ltd.

1330

AIRCARE™ - Whats in it for me, Tony Michelle, AIRCARE™ Management Committee

1345

Audit Experiences, Jay Bryant, Andrew Hogarth, Alan Beck

1400

Workshop - How can my business benefit from AIRCARE™ ? Lynette Wharfe, Facilitator

1515

Afternoon Tea

1545

Introducing Navigatus

1600

Feedback from Workshop, Lynette Wharfe, Facilitator

delivered via a comprehensive AIRCARE
framework that is progressively introducing
SMS and other codes of practice.
The very firm vision is one regulatory
system which delivers continuous
improvement into the sector. This cannot
be done by CAA or industry acting on its
own but rather though strong collaborative
partnerships. Conference is the tangible
place to demonstrate that partnership.

Network Central
1900hrs Monday 6th August
Join Greg Ward and Bob Feasey in
the bar at the Millennium Hotel for
an impromptu jam session around
good old jazz standards and maybe
a bit of Elton John.
If you are a closet ‘Muso’ and can work off
Real Book charts then bring your instrument
along and join the fun.
Or just be there to enjoy the music !

Tuesday 7th August
0900

CAR Part 137 NZAAA’s Position, Graeme Martin

0915

The Merits of Working in Partnership, CAA Director Graeme Harris

0945

Risk Management - My Friend Working through some practical examples using
the AIRCARE Risk Matrix and experiences on the Rena, Geraint Birmingham, Navigatus

1030

Morning Tea

1100

CAA’s HSNO Delegation and what it means, Ed Randell, CAA HSE Manager

1140

Introducing the Black Hangar, John Maber

1150

Ballance AgriNutrients, John Maxwell, GM Petrochemicals and SuperAir

1200

Lunch

1330

SMS what is it? Should I care? Jim Rankin, RNZAF

1400

Progress, John Sinclair

1430

A Technical Topic or Two - Adjuvants and formulations, Scion

1520

What an accident costs, John Sinclair

1530

Afternoon Tea

1600

Conference Roundup and evaluation by members, Graeme Martin

1630

NZAAA AGM

TBA

NZAAA Awards Dinner at Rotorua Events Centre

Visit www.aia.org.nz and register now to attend Aviation Industry Conference Week 2012 at Rotorua, 4th - 10th August.
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New Ardmore base for Asia Pacific Aerospace
NOW WITH a new base at Ardmore, Asia
Pacific Aerospace NZ Ltd. has recently
received CAA Part 145 - C1 Aircraft
Engines and Propellers certification.
Headquartered at Brisbane Airport,
Asia Pacific Aerospace is a Rolls Royce
Authorised Maintenance Repair and
Overhaul Centre (the only such centre with
a NZ base), providing a comprehensive
range of engine MRO services and logistic
support to operators of Rolls Royce M250
series engines and Honeywell LTS-101
series engines.
The company’s new base in New
Zealand is co-located within the
Hawker Pacific hangar at Ardmore. This
arrangement allows both Asia Pacific
Aerospace and Hawker Pacific customers
to benefit from a much broader range
of maintenance services, their combined
capabilities providing airframe, engine,
component and avionics facilities all
under one roof – with reach back to
comprehensive engine overhaul capabilities
and support from the wider group in
Australia when required.

These capabilities include:
l Turbine engine testing and diagnostics.
l Fuel component and accessory
equipment overhaul.
l Specialised welding and plasma spray
in-house parts restoration.
l Spare parts and logistics support.
l Engines, modules and accessory
equipment rental and exchange.

Honeywell LTS-101

Asia Pacific Aerospace also offers repair,
testing and overhaul for fuel control units,
power turbine governors, fuel pumps, bleed
valves, fuel nozzles, and anti-ice valves.
A variety of specialised services on offer
include plasma, flame and wire spraying of
metallic and ceramic coatings in order to
reclaim worn or damaged parts, improve
wear and corrosion resistance, or provide
thermal barriers.
For more information

Rolls Royce 250 in the test cell at Brisbane.

Contact NZ Manager Owen Walker on
09 295 1407 or 021 987 397,
email: owen.walker@apaero.co.nz or visit
www.apaero.com.au Owen will be on
stand C1 during Aviation Week.

www.hawkerpacific.com

Martyn Griffiths
Sales Manager
Mobile: 027 808 0094
martyn.griffiths@hawkerpacific.com

Geoff Hards
Rotary Sales Manager
Mobile: +61 478 306 327
geoff.hards@hawkerpacific.com

Visit Hawker Pacific at Stand C1 during Aviation Week
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Component Shop services
available from Hawker Pacific
l Main rotor transmissions for Bell 206,
DURING the last few years Hawker
Pacific at Ardmore have extended their
BK117, Schweizer 269, Hughes 500.
l Tail rotor gearboxes for Bell 206,
reputation for taking on the big jobs.
Complete aircraft overhauls, damaged
BK117, Schweizer 269, Hughes 500.
l Freewheel units for Bell 206
aircraft repairs, and major avionics projects
l Ronson and HR Textron hydraulic
are a common sight in a frequently full
hangar. Lesser publicised have been their
servo controls for Bell 206 series.
l Dunlop hydraulic servo controls for
Component Shop facilities. Managed by
Loffie Schoeman, the component shop
AS350 series.
l Hydraulic
holds approvals
for overhaul
pumps for Bell
and repair of
206 A/B.
l Breeze
a wide variety
of components
Eastern and Siren
covering most
cargo hooks.
helicopter types
in New Zealand,
Capabilities are
as well as Breeze
continually being
Eastern and Siren
refreshed and
cargo hooks.
extended with
Loffie’s career
training courses,
spans almost 40
the last for Loffie
years, beginning
being in the USA
Loffie Schoeman working on a BK117 rotor head.
with Atlas as
on HR Textron
an Engineer
servos.
and Crew Chief
working on
Current work
supersonic aircraft
in progress
and components,
A variety of
then with NAC as
work was in
an Engineer and
progress when
in 2007, joining
KiwiFlyer visited
Hawker Pacific
the hangar
as Component
recently. This
Shop Supervisor.
included a BK117
Loffie says he
rotor head in for
Hydraulic pack and servos in for overhaul.
enjoys precise
inspection and
work (taking pride for example in checking
T-T strap replacement, a leaking BK117
torque wrenches for accuracy before
hydraulic pack and servos in for overhaul,
every use) and can claim 35 years of
Dunlop AS350 servos for overhaul, various
servo and hydraulics experience, including
cargo hooks, and a BK117 tail rotor hub
manufacturing and calibration of spool
in for overhaul. The shop has also recently
and rotary valves. Troubleshooting is also
been involved with various fixed wing
a passion, recently indulged with a BK117
undercarriage repairs.
hydraulic pack (the unit behind all of the
hydraulic control assistance) that kept
For more information
faulting from normal to emergency mode.
For enquiries regarding component work
In this case, which another provider had
or any other aircraft maintenance services,
struggled with, Loffie was able to identify
contact Martyn Griffiths at Hawker Pacific
and correct the problem.
on 09 295 1408, email: martyn.griffiths@
hawkerpacific.com or visit the Hawker
Capabilities
Pacific team on stand C1 during AIA
Capabilities include the overhaul and
Aviation Week.
repair of:
l Main rotor hubs, masts and swash
plates for Bell 206 and BK117.

We are an Authorised
Maintenance Repair and
Overhaul Centre for
Rolls Royce 250 series
engines.
We have the only OEM
correlated test cell for
RR250 and LTS101 series
engines in Australia or
New Zealand.
We offer fixed price
exchange modules and
components. There is
no bill back.
We are authorised to
overhaul all models of
Rolls-Royce 250 engines
from B15 to C47.
We have extensive stock
of exchange modules in
Australia and
New Zealand.
Come and talk to our
representatives at
Aviation Week to see
how we can help your
operation.
Contact Owen Walker
Phone: 09 295 1407 or 021 987 397
Email: owen.walker@apaero.co.nz
www.apaero.com.au
Visit Asia Pacific Aerospace at Stand C1

Visit www.aia.org.nz and register now to attend Aviation Industry Conference Week 2012 at Rotorua, 4th - 10th August.
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Programme: Wednesday 8th August
Stream

AEANZ Room 1

0845

Flight Training Room 2

Air Transport Room 3

(current at time of print, 20th July)

Building Exports Room 4

Registration in Events Foyer Open from 0845 - 1000

NZHA Day 2 Room 5
Chairman’s Address

0900

NZs role in Int.
Federation of
Helicopters Assn.
David Yorke HAI

0930

Scoping Risk Assessments - Command
Under Supervision
Geraint Birmingham
Navigatus

1000
Chair

Don McCracken

1030

Morning Tea and Conference Official Welcome - President John Jones
Ian Calvert
Errol Burtenshaw
John Nicholson
Workshop
Developing a competitive flight training
product and competent pilot

1100

IPENZ

1130

EASA
Neil Coleman

• Rationalisation and streamlining
syllabus content
• Funding options
• Quality Assurance
• EFTS allocation process
• Identification and removal of barriers
• Building the consensus on the
way forward

1200

1230

Workshop
Agricultural Aviation
What is the
NZ export offer?

Lloyd Mattheson
Industry Position
on Crew
Qwilton Biel
Heliharvest
Mistakes I nearly
made A close look at
some near miss and
nearly missed events
Michael Clarke – two nights
in the Lammerlaws
Richard Hayes – flying the
R44 without tail rotor

The development and
role of the UAV
Stephen Davies-Howard

AIRCARE - How robust
Kevin Oldham
Navigatus

Workshop
The NZ Brand
What does it mean,
what could it mean?

NZHA Project
Accident Causal Factors
Andrew McGregor
CEO Prosolve
& Tom McCready etc.

Lunch

1315

Understanding the
requirement for Mod/
STC substantiation
David Gill CAA Team
Leader: Airworthiness

1345

Composites Training
Globally
Dave Evans/Mark Diamond

Safety Risks in the
Airline Environment
Mark Hughes GM NZCAA

The Way Ahead
TEC/MOE TBC

Aging Aircraft Problems Flight Training review
- Industry/Regulator
John Marshall
Working Group
1430
Chief Commissioner TAIC
John Bushell/John Keyser/
Bob Jelly/Mark Boyle
AEANZ/CAA
1445
CAA Flight Training
Review & Voluntary
Adoption of SMS
Carlton Campbell
Standards Development &
Training Officer CAA
1415

1515
Men’s Health
Dr. Dave Baldwin

1615
to
1645

Managing Info and
Processes across Flight
Ops and Engineering
Neil Airey NZ SMS
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Just Culture – Industry
practitioners workshop
Errol Burtenshaw, Heather
Deacon + others TBA

ZK Ops Offshore
– an update on
the new policy
Mark Von Motschelnitz
Manager: Policy and
Regulatory Strategy CAA

Afternoon Tea

1545

1800

Issues with 406 ELT’s
Lloyd Klee Aviation Safety

SMS in the Flight
Training Environment
Ashok Poduval

The Black Boeing
to Las Vegas
Steve Parsons
House of Travel
Managing Info and
Processes across Flight
Ops and Engineering
Neil Airey NZ SMS

NZHA AGM

Transport leaves for the Aviation Week Dinner at Skyline Restaurant with Pre Dinner drinks starting at 1830
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Demand for AIRCARE takes off
APPLICATIONS for AIRCARE accreditation have ‘taken off ’ in
and Regional Councils dealing with noise and discharges are also
the last few months reports Kevin Oldham, a director of Navigatus
looking at AIRCARE for the same reason.
Consulting Limited. Navigatus is the service provider to the
“If we don’t act as an industry to sort ourselves out then
Aviation industry Association (AIA) for AIRCARE audits. “The
regulation will be forced upon us. And we only have to look to
rate of applications from agricultural operators has been steady, but
Europe to see how regulations can kill general aviation. So with
we are now seeing a surge of audits for tourism operators, flight
AIRCARE we are on the front foot and are offering a solution
training providers and EMS operators” says Kevin.
from the aviation industry that is effective and at modest cost” says
New requirements
AIA Chief Executive,
from the Department
Irene King. “The fact
of Conservation (DoC)
that Navigatus as
requiring AIRCARE
independent auditors, also
accreditation for flights
make optional addedinto and out of DoC
value recommendations
controlled areas, including
to operators is a big
Milford Sound, is one
additional benefit – as
of the key drivers. But
it helps to spread best
the AIA is also seeing
practice in our industry”.
an increase in demand
AIRCARE accreditation
for AIRCARE from
is available for both
other sectors. DoC
AIA members and
AIRCARE accreditation is a mandatory requirement for flights into and
has reaffirmed that its
non-members. “We are
out of DoC controlled areas such as Milford Sound from 1 January 2013.
requirements come in to
delighted with the level of
force from 1 January 2013. To hold a DoC concession beyond that
service and urge all Operators to join the programme. It is not only
date Operators must demonstrate compliance with AIRCARE.
good for Operators, but is also helping to ensure that our industry
Fortunately Navigatus has also lifted its capability with the
continues to survive and thrive.” said Irene.
appointment of Peter Wakefield as the Audit Programme Manager.
Peter brings extensive experience in auditing, having been an
AIRCARE at Aviation Week
ISO9001 auditor for 10 years. Peter also implemented one of the
At the coming conference in Rotorua, AIA and Operators will
first aviation SMS systems in NZ. “We needed someone with both
review lessons learnt from the audits conducted to date. It is critical
audit and SMS expertise and have been very fortunate to have Peter
that there are continuous feed-back loops, particularly for Safety
join Navigatus to lead our team of four field auditors” said Kevin.
management Systems. AIRCARE is the only programme in New
The AIA has also been active in expanding the sectors where
Zealand introducing SMS on a structured and nation-wide basis
AIRCARE is offered. The latest development is fire-fighting in
within the aviation space.
accordance with the AIRCARE Fire Fighting Code of Practice
Attendance at the AIA Rotorua conference in August will also
developed in conjunction with the Rural Fire Service.
be recognised for two lucky participants who will be awarded
AIRCARE audits to the value of $2,000 by way of reimbursement
About AIRCARE
of costs, once the audit is complete.
AIRCARE is an advanced accreditation system that helps
aviation operators improve flight safety and quality, and toreduce
For more information
environmental effects. Increasingly, parties such as the Department
To learn more about AIRCARE and becoming accredited,
of Conservation and forestry companies are requiring AIRCARE
visit www.aia.org.nz or www.navigatusconsulting.com,
accreditation to ensure best practice from the aviation sector.
contact Kevin Oldham at Navigatus Consulting on 021 225 5001
And AIRCARE is the vehicle that delivers best practice. Local
or email: k.oldham@navigatusconsulting.com

SMS Courses at Aviation Week

Sat 4th to Mon 6th August (3 days)

Bookings via www.aia.org.nz

Aviation Risk Management

Safety Management Systems

Operational Risk Management

This three day course is designed specifically for
aviation organisations. The course will present
leading concepts in risk management, give
participants the practical skills and knowledge
required and present them a model to apply the risk
management process within the context of aviation
orientated scenarios. Participants will become familiar
with risk management philosophy, practice and
process. It caters for all risk areas within the aviation
industry including safety, reputation, operations,
security, engineering and the environment. The
course will enable participants to conduct risk
assessments and develop a qualitative risk
assessment or risk management plan on any activity.

This three day course in Safety Management Systems
(SMS) is designed to introduce participants to SMS
background, definition and application. The course will
present leading concepts in SMS, provide insight into
practices from around the globe and is designed to
give participants the practical skills and knowledge to
implement or enhance SMS within their organisation.
The course will assist participants to understand the
background and philosophy that underpins an SMS,
defines the elements of an SMS and provide key tips
and traps for implementation. There are different ways
used by organisations to manage their safety risks, but
one of the most common is through the establishment
of a good safety system.

This three day course in Operational Risk
Management (ORM) covers the application of risk
management to all operational activities. The course
provides trainees with a comprehensive background
to risk management concepts while providing tools for
the identification, assessment and treatment of risks
at an operational level. As a key element of the SMS,
ORM is suitable for supervisors, safety professionals
and line staff. At the conclusion of the course,
trainees will become familiar with risk management
philosophy, practice and process and will be
competent to develop a risk assessment, risk profile
or risk management plan for any activity, project, task
or function in their work area.

Visit www.aia.org.nz and register now to attend Aviation Industry Conference Week 2012 at Rotorua, 4th - 10th August.
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NZHA

Auckland Rescue Helicopter Trust integrates
compliance and safety systems with Air Maestro
implemented relatively fast and efficiently”.
THE Auckland Rescue Helicopter Trust owns and operates two
It was also very important that the system could satisfy
BK117-850 D2 aircraft – the Westpac Rescue Helicopters - on behalf
regulatory compliance requirements. Armin explains: “With
of the community it serves which covers an area from Te Hana
all the changes happening within the aviation industry of late,
North of Auckland to Mercer in the South, also encompassing the
particularly with the NZCAA mandated introduction of a Safety
Coromandel Peninsula and islands of the Hauraki Gulf.
Management System
The service has
(SMS) in conjunction
changed substantially
with a Fatigue Risk
since the original venture
Management System
between Auckland Surf
(FRMS), we were
Lifesaving Association
looking for a system
and helicopter pilot
which integrated these
George Sobiecki back
elements into one simple
in the summer of
solution and we have
1970, when a swimmer
found it in Air Maestro”.
was rescued from the
Air Maestro benefits
Bethell’s Beach rip by
all users across the
a life guard leaping
ARHT operation
from a hovering Hiller
because the system
12E. This collaboration
has been designed
of surf life-saver and
with the user in mind
helicopter is generally
– it aims to give key
acknowledged as being
personnel control of
the first in the world
core operational and
using this technique,
One of ARHT’s two BK117s at work. Due to receive their first AW-169 in 2015, the Trust has
safety information to
and has since gone on
recently adopted Air Maestro as a safety and operational management tool.
effectively manage their
to become a ‘standard’
business and assist with achieving regulatory compliance. The
rescue service around the globe.
greatest benefit, says Armin, is that “Air Maestro [within its base
In 1990, the Auckland Regional Rescue Helicopter Trust was
framework] is configurable to meet the specific needs of our safety
formed to manage and build the service, which at that time leased
and operational requirements. Whilst the learning curve is relatively
a single BK117. In 2007 the Trust was in a position to purchase its
steep with some aspects of the program, we are confident that with
own BK117, with a second acquired in 2010. Both machines were
the fantastic support we are getting from the Air Maestro team, this
upgraded to the 850 D2 configuration.
learning curve will be manageable.”
Managing the Trust’s Training and Safety program is the
He also notes that since the company adopted Air Maestro,
responsibility of long-time ARHT pilot Armin Egli. Recognising
ARHT is well on its way in improving its operations and awareness
the need for a stringent training and currency management system
of safety culture, explaining that; “Although it has only been a few
for all operational (and some administrative) staff, he set about the
months, I think Air Maestro will help us to put ARHT on a solid
task of identifying exactly what the organisation’s needs were, and
footing by further improving our safety and training culture in time
whether there was any existing package that could ‘fit the bill’. Also
to meet the challenges that the delivery of a brand new helicopter
to consider was the planned introduction of an AW-169 which
will bring”.
has been ordered for delivery in 2015 (plus an option for a second
This is an exciting phase for ARHT, with the lead-up to taking
two years later), so any system selected had to be able to easily deal
ownership of brand new state-of-the-art AW-169s. Armin says they
with the transition and integration of new aircraft into the Trust’s
are very happy to have Air Maestro along for the ride, and helping
operations.
to maintain the high standard of operation that their business
partners, stakeholders and that the community they support have
The Air Maestro System
come to expect.
Air Maestro was identified as being able to potentially meet
most, if not all of ARHT’s requirements, and following a successful
More About Air Maestro
trial of the system through late 2011/early 2012, the system has
Developed by Avinet, Air Maestro is a fully-integrated web-based
now been adopted by the Trust.
safety and operational management tool that achieves organisational
Operating within the aero medical and rescue industry, it was
safety, efficiency and compliance via four core features: Safety
crucial that ARHT found a system which was customisable and
Management, Resource Planning, Operational Control and
improved access to important information in a timely manner.
Reporting.
Implementation has in fact been easier than expected. Armin
For more information about Avinet and their product Air
says that; “With the Air Maestro system being so ‘multi-faceted’,
Maestro, visit www.avinet.com.au or come and meet the team at
the introduction, setting up, tailoring and associated training
AIA Aviation Week in Rotorua between 4th and 10th August.
was expected to take some time, however the system is being
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Getting down to the
business of improving
helicopter safety in
New Zealand

Visit Sarah on Stand 38 during the AIA Conference 8-10 Aug
Contact: Brett Sanders P: 09 299 9442 or 021 748 984
E: brett@heliflitepacific.com www.heliflitepacific.com

OUR Helicopter sector represents one of
the greatest global growth opportunities
we have for this country. We know how to
train, we consistently deliver quality and we
provide services and support with fineness.
Our aspirational goal is to do this with an
ever increasing and relentless focus of safety
combined with increasing efficiencies.
We have discussed and debated with the
regulator our ability to operate machinery
and personnel overseas for prolonged
periods and after much robust debate the
CAA are supporting the commonly held
goal of fostering growth. Conference
outlines this agreement and removes
roadblocks.
Taking a salami approach we are onto the
next issues; the obstacles put up by rule Part
135.505 and LIB 4. However the big focus is
on safety. NZHA has been running a safety
advancement programme for two years
now and at this conference we’ll be working
through a number of very live examples.
Two of the helicopter attendees have agreed
to speak up about a couple of lessons they
learnt in the last few months – it’s about
both skill and courage but these are “free”
lessons from which the community can
learn whether it be private owner/operators
or commercial pilot/operators.
All are welcome.

Visit www.aia.org.nz and register now to attend Aviation Industry Conference Week 2012 at Rotorua, 4th - 10th August.
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Programme: Thursday 9th August

(current at time of print, 20th July)

Stream

AEANZ Room 1

Flight Training Room 2

Flying Faster Room 3

EMS Room 4

Chair

Don McCracken

Ian Calvert

John Nicholson

Peter Turnbull

0900

New Maintenance
requirements for Advanced
Helicopters
Squadron Leader Al Stevenson
Officer Commanding NH90

0930

1000 Current engine improvements,
Hyperbolic tappet update
Adrian McHardy Lycoming
1030
1100

1130

Improving performance in the examination process
Bruce Heesterman CEO, ASPEQ

Human Sling Loads
– the issues and potential
solutions

Working with Education New Zealand
– increasing exposure and attracting more students
Speakers from Education NZ

An overview of CAR 133
– The CAA’s perspective
Steve Kearns
Manager: Helicopters &
Agriculture CAA

ADAPT
Bill Hillyard

Improving performance at
trade fairs
Morning Tea

TBA

Aviation Gateway
Dave Evans, Allan Moulai,
John Cassidy
ATTTO

Speed dating with RNZAF

147/141 discussion in conjunction with Flight Training

1200

The NZ EMS Sector Standards
and how do they compare
with recent NTSB
recommendations:
How do we stack up?
AGM

1230

Lunch

1315

Global Growth
Samantha Sharif

1345

Australia Update
Jeff Boyd
Deputy Chairman, Regional Aviation Association of Australia

1415

“Going for Growth”
Ewan Wilson
Entrepreneur

1445

The Air New Zealand Growth Agenda
Captain David Morgan
GM Airline Operations and Safety, Air New Zealand

1515

Afternoon Tea

1545

Building a $16Bn Industry
Irene King CEO, AIA
John Nicholson CEO, Aviation NZ

1600

The Whole of Government approach’ adopted by officials
Peter Smyth NZTE

1615

The Growth Agenda – The Government Perspective
Hon. Tim Groser

1645
to
1730

AIA AGM
Election of Governance Board ‘One Industry’
Election of AIA Executive

1830

Pre Dinner Drinks

1900

AIA Awards Dinner
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NASO Contract 2013
and beyond
Joy Cooper Group Manager

KiwiFlyer Magazine Issue 23

Even more reasons to attend Aviation Week
EMS New Zealand

A short programme following on from the more intensive
NZHA sessions, EMS NZ will look at a range of issues
confronting the sector. Conference will be the first opportunity for
NASO to explain what it means by “relational contracts”. This is
a new concept for contracting services and while it makes a lot of
sense for some for other service providers, they need to understand
why Government has developed this method as the preferred
contractual path.
The balance of the programme focus is on safety management,
particular a number of recent incidents which have caused concern
to both the regulator and CAA.
Flight Training

Is there a skill shortage? It would appear that comparable
jurisdictions around the world are taking a strategic approach to the
issue of skills. New Zealand on the other hand seems to be long
term focused on some skills i.e. medicine and trades supporting the
Canterbury recovery but very short term focused in aviation.
In fact some could describe the sector as a hot bed of conflicting
policy settings with the regulator imposing more and more
requirements, and the government cutting funding and numbers.
Has the cut gone to the backbone of the flying industry? – some
would say a resounding Yes, however the policy makers seem to
think we only need 148 pilots trained a year to sustain the industry.
Come hear the debate. TAIC Chairman John Marshall will also
hopefully be speaking about the findings of their study into the
quality of flight training in NZ and the ATTTO presenting findings
on their recent study of skill needs for the industry.

to get there. This will be backed by Officials from key agencies
and the Minister of Trade, Hon. Tim Groser talking about the
Government’s commitment to the growth agenda. Remember,
aviation is one of the 10 most valuable sectors in the NZ economy.
Training

Growing the industry will require a major shift in productivity.
Think back to the recent volcanic ash episode. New Zealand airlines
kept running while Australia shut down. In part, that’s to do with
the investment made in risk management training. Our programmes
teach you how to mitigate and manage risks and hazards so that
rather than being confronted by threats, each is seized as an
opportunity and managed well. The training provided is about
managing your businesses better.
Visit www.aia.org.nz (and check the Saturday programme) for
training opportunities on Risk Management, SMS, and Operational
Management during Aviation Week.

Air Transport

Air operators are leading the implementation of SMS across
the industry but this too is not without challenge. CAA has been
leading the policy making in this area while AIRCARE leads the
practical implementation. Are we on the same or a different page?
CAA has reaffirmed Just Culture as a central tenant of their goforward. But is this really possible without some change to the legal
framework – an unlikely event given the aversion to changing the
CA Act. So what can we really do to affect cultural change? – our
line up of speakers have some interesting answers to that question.
Tourist Flight Operators

You’ve heard of sink or swim - it’s time for the TFO to make
some crucial decisions. Is Qualmark the way to go or AIRCARE.
Each delivers a form of value but our platform has always been
one audit does all. We know that’s a challenging objective but we
have to deliver efficiencies into this sector and efficiency includes
certainty over future investments in new plant and equipment. It’s a
challenging scenario against a backdrop of inclement international
visitor performance.
Aviation New Zealand

All members of AIA now belong to Aviation New Zealand
and while the focus of Aviation New Zealand is on creating
international opportunities, we are assigning our strategic goal of
“making the plane fly faster” to its banner.
Analysis will range from specific markets to specific sectors
and sub sectors. The CEO’s of Aviation New Zealand and AIA
will be presenting the $16Bn growth objective and how we intend

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Visit www.aia.org.nz and register now to attend Aviation Industry Conference Week 2012 at Rotorua, 4th - 10th August.
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Aeromarsters service and delivery highly rated
SINCE beginning operations in August of 2010, Aeromarsters
has steadily acquired a wide range of specialist aviation
distributorships, built up a solid customer base, and according
to a recently commissioned independent survey, has a growing
reputation for delivering
great service. Aeromarsters
Director Bernie Diver says
that having commissioned
the survey to gain feedback
from existing and potential
clients on their perception of
the company and its strengths
and weaknesses, they were
delighted to be especially highly
rated for service and delivery,
these being key aspects of the
company’s strategy. (Quoted
on the Aeromarsters website
from inception has been an
objective to supply a new level
of service in the provision
of aviation spares support,
ground equipment support and
maintenance management to
the NZ aviation industry.)
Expansion and new
Distributorships

Simplex Helicopter Equipment, including Fire Attack systems,
Hydrafoam Cannons, Powerline wash systems, Spray systems
and Fire lighting systems.
l Heli Tow Cart systems including, HeliCarriers, HeliTow Carts,
Ground handling wheels,
and more.
l Donaldson Filtration
Solutions for Bell, MD,
Agusta Westland, and
Eurocopter helicopters.
l BBA Aviation, for servicing
of Rolls Royce 250, and
P&W PT6 turbine engines.
l Redbox Systems, including
Power, Moving and Lifting
equipment, and Search
and Inspection systems.
Aeromarsters have recently
also been appointed as a
Redbox service centre.
Further distributorships are in
the process of being developed
and added, and Tony welcomes
enquiries from operators who
have particular requirements or
products they would like to see
HeliCarriers such as that used by Auckland Rescue Helicopter Trust will be on
represented here in NZ.
display with Aeromarsters on Stands 1,2 3 & 4 at Aviation Week.

With the number of products and service options represented
by Aeromarsters expanding steadily, General Manager Tony
Marsters says he is pleased to announce that Barry Cardno has
now joined the team. As a former ag. pilot, aviation author, and
qualified in logistics and freight forwarding, Barry’s name will be
familiar to many in the industry already. Barry is also qualified as
a Maintenance Controller, as is Tony, who in addition has recently
completed a Basic Turbine Knowledge course.
Aeromarster’s now represent and distribute products for:
l IMS Helicopter Equipment (Aeromarsters are the global IMS
distributors), including Cloud Burst fire buckets, Aquadam
water dams, Ground Effect spreading buckets, Heli Skip, Heli
Swivel, Heli Compressors, Multi-hook Carousels, Long lines,
Loading systems and more.

l

Aeromarsters at AIA

Having won the award for best stand at last years AIA trade
expo, Aeromarsters is planning an even more extensive display
for the Rotorua event this year. Five companies will be joining
Aeromarsters at the expo, with representatives available to meet
with customers and directly answer enquiries. These are IMS,
Simplex, HeliTow Cart, Donaldson and BBA Aviation. Equipment
on display and available for demonstration will include IMS fire
buckets, ground effect spreaders, and longlines, MD500 AFS
filtration systems, a variety of Redbox product, a HeliCarrier, as
well as a range of overhaul components and rotable exchange items
for Bell and Eurocopter helicopters.
Aeromarsters will also be launching a new Ag-Right programme
for PT6 turbines during AIA Aviation Week.

Meet with us on Trade Stands 1, 2, 3 & 4 at Aviation Week
We look forward to seeing you there

Marketplace Feedback

Bernie says that Aeromarsters has had a very
successful first two years, positioning itself in the
marketplace to create positive change for the benefit
of all participants. The aviation community in New
Zealand is small and barriers to entry can be high
for newcomers, with potential customers likely to
adopt a cautious wait and see approach towards the
new arrival. Competitive reactions from incumbent
suppliers also have an effect. Overcoming such
barriers requires steadily building a reputation that
attracts new business, thus also ensuring that the
positive market changes remain sustainable.
To ensure customer needs were fully understood,
and to further develop their strategy and service
offering, Aeromarsters recently commissioned an
independent survey to test marketplace perception
of the company. Bernie explains; “It’s about best
meeting our customer’s needs and also about
knowing how we are being perceived - now that
we are established, supported with very strong
distributor relationships, and delivering to many
satisfied customers.”
The survey was by telephone interview,
providing for personal discussions with the many
respondent companies. Results were very positive,
showing the satisfaction of existing customers and
also highlighting the aforementioned wait and see
approach of others. Tony says that a few teething
problems were identified which have already been
rectified. He was of course very pleased with the
acknowledgement that several survey respondents
gave to how hard Aeromarsters was working to
acquire and support new business - with comments
such as “goes the extra mile” and “great to deal
with” appearing on the feedback sheets. From the
many companies who responded, Aeromarsters
average score was 86 out of 100 for service and 82
for delivery - so Bernie, Tony and Barry can take
some confidence that the company’s reputation will
continue to grow positively.
New Aero-Flex Leasing

The latest concept to be added to the
Aeromarsters service offering is an innovative
leasing solution. Aero-Flex is a fully flexible leasing
option intended to allow operators to redirect
capital away from assets that while necessary for
the business, are not directly involved in producing
revenue. During the lease, Aero-Flex provides an
ability to return equipment early or keep it for
longer, then at the end of the term, operators can
choose to continue to rent, upgrade, return, or
purchase the leased item.

AIA sincerely thanks these sponsors
List current at 20th July

Sponsors of the AIA Conference
Diamond Sponsors

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Bronze Sponsors

Sponsors of the NZAAA Conference
Gold Sponsors

Diamond Sponsor

Silver Sponsors

For more information

Aeromarsters is proud to represent and distribute products for these leading aviation companies.
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Visit the Aeromarsters stand at Aviation Week,
or contact Tony Marsters at Aeromarsters on 09
636 6840 or 021 298 5750, email: tony.marsters@
aeromarsters.co.nz www.aeromarsters.co.nz
Visit www.aia.org.nz and register now to attend Aviation Industry Conference Week 2012 at Rotorua, 4th - 10th August.
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Selecting the right
Cleaning Solution
SELECTING a cleaning solution specifically designed for aircraft
use can be challenging. Many common cleaners contain either salt
compounds or petrochemical compounds which set up corrosion
cycles if not adequately rinsed off and in the case of petrochemical
compounds, disposal of residue creates another series of problems.
Although the availability of such specialist and environmentally
accepted products is few, New Zealand aviators can readily access
the ECO2000 range from Blenheim based Avclean.

From this...
    ... to this, in 9 days.

We’re on Trade Stand C2 during Aviation Week
Come and meet us to discuss any of Fieldair’s
comprehensive range of maintenance services
Airframe Maintenance and Overhaul l Engineering Design
Instrument Overhaul l Electrical Overhaul
Engine Maintenance and Overhaul l Welding
Cable and Hose Manufacture l Corrosion Treatment and Painting
NDT l Calibration - Tools and Test Equipment

Palmerston North Airport Ph: 06 357 1149  www.fieldair.co.nz

Zj-400 Aircraft Cleaner

ECO2000’s Zj-400 aircraft cleaner is suitable for both exterior
and interior cleaning. It is biodegradable, non-toxic, non-hazardous
and is water based, thus residue disposal is therefore readily taken
care of. Being an aircraft certified colloidal cleaner and approved
by both Boeing and McDonnell Douglas plus being accepted by
Airbus as well being accorded a Mil-spec, the product sees the
RAAF specifying this to be the only product to be used on RAAF
aircraft. Particular note should be made that the product is nondamaging to aircraft decals, all rubber compounds and is safe to
use on titanium based components. It is also well suited to matt
finishes found on military aircraft and non glare panels of civil
aircraft. Chris Hagen of Avclean says that Zj-400 is very popular
among ag. operators, and especially as the product doesn’t contain
any solvents, bleaches, petrochemicals or phosphates, it fits in well
with operators who wish to comply with a total ‘Aircare’ regime.
ECO2000 also market a compressed air driven foaming unit for
use when washing down larger aircraft.

Visit us on
Trade Stand C2
Ph: 07 958 4799

All jobs, big or small
Components or complete aircraft
High quality and Fast turn-around
www.AviationPaintingServices.co.nz

ZOK27 Turbine Compressor Wash

When Zj-400 is used in conjunction with ZOK 27 gas turbine
compressor wash, a number of cleaning goals are achieved. While
operators are well versed in the advantages of maintaining peak
performance of their turbine blades by keeping carbon build up to
a minimum, further advantages are accrued through the product’s
corrosion inhibiting qualities. Chris Hagen notes that an end of the
day turbine wash with ZOK 27 doesn’t require a final rinse cycle
and the on-going inhibition process can last for up to five days. Not
only aircraft operators are using this product. Power companies use
ZOK 27 as a turbine wash for their gas turbine generators along
with the oil exploration and extraction industry where it is used on
both offshore and onshore platforms.
Windscreen and Canopy Cleaner

A further product within the ECO 2000 range is a windscreen
and canopy cleaner. It adheres to the same biodegradable colloidal
mineral formula and is rated safe to use not only on all plastic
surfaces but alloy and painted surfaces as well. Easy to apply in
a 250ml pump bottle it is safe to carry in the aircraft and can be
refilled from a bulk container when required.
Available from:

AVCLEAN

Ph: 03 572 8964 or 021 472 533 Email: sales@avclean.co.nz
www.avclean.co.nz
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For more information

Avclean will be promoting the ECO 2000 range at Aviation
Week in Rotorua. Regular and prospective users are invited to
discuss their requirements with Chris Hagen at Trade Stand 11
during the event. See contact details at left.
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Visit www.aia.org.nz and register now to attend Aviation Industry Conference Week 2012 at Rotorua, 4th - 10th August.
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AIA Aviation Industry Conference Week Supplement

Kiwi Flyer Projects

Rotorua, 4th - 10th August 2012

contributed by Graeme Porter

Programme: Friday 10th August

(current at time of print, 20th July)

Safety Advisory Committee Meeting

Export Workshops

Chair

John Nicholson

0830

The CAA of the Future
Nigel Gould Chairman NZCAA
Graeme Harris Director NZCAA

Setting up ground school
training internationally
– the requirements
Gordon Alexander ASPEQ

0900

The Work of the Safety Advisory Committee
Ashok Poduval

The Indian Market

0910

Global Safety
David York Helicopter Association International

0940

SMS – Trends & Directions and the draft NZ Advisory Circular
Kimberley Turner
CEO Aerosafe Risk Management

1010

Morning Tea

1100

Incident Review Meeting

The work of the
Export Credit Office
Miles Flemming Treasury

The China Market

1130

The role of Government in
International Business
Development Q&A
Peter Smythe NZTE and other
Government Agencies

1200

The Indonesian Market

1230

Lunch

1300

Incident Review Meeting continues

1400

Airways Ed Sims CEO

1430

2012 Sir Geoffrey Roberts Lecture Tahlia Fisher
‘Cleared to disconnect? – Barriers to effective communication between flight crew and line maintenance engineers’

1500

Investing in your organisations future – The National Safety and Risk management Diploma Series
Kimberley Turner CEO Aerosafe Risk Management

1515

Afternoon Tea

Stream

Flight Training Room 1

AEANZ Room 2

Tourist Flight Ops Room 3

Air Transport Room 4

Chair

Ian Calvert

Don McCracken

Richard Rayward

Errol Burtenshaw

1530

Do we really have a pilot
shortage? Survey Results
Joy Saunders ATTTO

1600

Do we really have a pilot
shortage and what are we
going to do about it?

Resilience Engineering
Resilence : Our Brittle Society
Dr McDowall

Drugs & Alcohol
Not in our DNA
John Tidswell
NZ Drugs Detection Agency

Latest developments in
weather management
systems Ray Thorpe
GM Aviation Services Metservice

1630

Developing the Placement
Programme

Practical Problem solving
using resilience engineering,
some real results
Adrian McHardy

The Tourism Sector: What’s
really going down?
Dave Bamford Tourism Resource
Consultants

Understanding the powers of
the CAA and the obligations
of participants
Angela Beazer AMC Legal Services

1700

AIRCARE™ Auditing
Kevin Oldham & Peter Sheppard
Navigatus

AGM

Adventure Aviation
- Understanding the export
potential and developing a
common brand John Nicholson

Lessons Learnt
John Sargison

AIRCARE™ & Qualmark
Resilience Engineering
“From Yellow Cake in Africa Setting the Aviation standard
to Agent Orange in Vietnam”
Speaker TBA
Dr McDowall

AGM

1715
1730
1800
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ZQN Basin Risk Review
Revisited
Geraint Bermingham
Navigatus

AGM

AGM
Farewell Social at the Blue Baths - Pre Dinner Drinks from 1800
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First, build the aircraft. Then learn to fly.
Graeme Porter was in Whitianga recently and checked out progress on a new student build project.
AFTER many months of planning and
ground work the Whitianga based Mercury
Bay Area School Vans RV-12 project finally
got underway on February 15. The kitset,
an all metal two seater, is being assembled
in a workshop adjacent to the airfield
by a group of nine year 11-13 students.
The project is being overseen by aircraft
engineer Jim Evans and a group of adult
mentors along with input from technology
staff members from Mercury Bay Area
School. Construction school is every
Wednesday afternoon from 12 -5 pm. A
recently completed RV-12 built by Alan
Coubray resides on the airfield so final
product incentive is easily kept in mind.
The workshop has been set up with three
workstations and a large shelving system
to safely store the many parts needed for
the aircraft. The basic and some specialised
tools are neatly hung on the wall so they are
easily accessible for the students.

The assigned team worked very well when
two pop rivet guns were in operation and
two students removing the clecos as they
moved from the centre outwards.
Tail group construction

While one group worked on the tail
cone, the other two groups were working
on the Vertical Stabiliser (fin) and the
Rudder. The skeleton of the stabilator took
shape with the aft ribs getting secured by
rivets. It didn’t take long for the ribs to
Students Casey Demler-Wakelin, Cody Bennett and
be put in place. Then the skin was placed
Jake Vowles (obscured) at work.
over the framework using the clecos to
line up the holes. This was the time for a
trial fit of the stabilator to the tail cone
and once happy with the alignment, this
was placed back onto the bench so the
skin could be riveted into place. Next
was the match drilling and fitment of the
stabilator hinge taking care to achieve
careful alignment with the anti-servo tabs.
This took some head scratching and deep
and meaningful conversation with both
Mentor Jim Evans working with student
First - Read the book
students and mentors. As this issue prints
Hayley Betteridge.
To introduce the students to aircraft
the vertical stabiliser and rudder along
metalwork techniques the earliest sessions
with the stabilator have been fitted to the
were occupied with making some test
tailcone. There was a realisation that a
pieces to gain experience in tool use. The
milestone in the build has been reached
next requirement was to read a scale plan
and the next session saw some of the
and measure accurately on the materials
students commencing assembly of the
provided, then follow a procedure
wings. A group had already spent time
accurately and decipher how that translates
prepping wing components by cleaning
on to the sheet metal. The result, a handy
off preservative coating and deburring in
wee toolbox to put odds and ends in.
preparation for priming. A two day field
Fortunately the mentors involved with
trip to Auckland at the end of May as
the project have spent many hours during
guests of the Air New Zealand Engineering
Students Jake Vowles, Cody Bennett (in foreground).
their working life careers using the imperial
Training school along with other visits
Mentors Tony Turner (obscured) and Brian Yelland.
measuring system - something quite foreign
to Allied Metal Industries and Ardmore
to today’s students.
airfield to view various projects underway
When it came to aircraft building proper,
gave a broader understanding of career
students were allocated into teams of three
choices using the skills being acquired.
students each. Each team has one or two
Overall the students are happy with
mentors assigned. The first group was
their tasks and progress especially well
assigned the Vertical Stabiliser, Group Two
when they see each completed component.
were given the Rudder to build and lastly
They are also quite responsive to learning
Group Three had the task of assembling
and following logical procedures based
two parts for the Anti Servo Tab. All
on the aircraft manual, along with many
construction steps are as per the manual,
little tips of experience from the mentors.
Left to right Mentors: Charles Russell and Bob Walters
followed to the letter and signed off by the (obscured). Students: Jacob Sanders and Shaun Hall. An incentive programme is in place (and
student. Although the manual takes time
working well) to reward exceptional attitude
to get used to, students are beginning to understand the procedural
with an experience flight by local Mercury Bay Aero Club members
vocabulary for each process.
in their aircraft. From the students’ point of view, all have expressed
During the April school term break a smaller group of students
in various forms that this project offered experience at no cost and
couldn’t stay away and steady progress was made in assembling tail
an opportunity to partake in something that is quite different for
cone bulkheads. The next stage was to offer up the outer tailcone
youth in Whitianga.
skin covering. Students and mentors were motivated in completing
We look forward to seeing the completed aircraft in the not too
this large section which signified a major step in the build process.
distant future.
If you’re involved in a project that might interest KiwiFlyer readers then let us know and we’ll share it. Contact Michael on 0800 535 937.
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